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"Our uniform is part of our school identity, uniting our students and we hope that they take pride in wearing it."
- Bryn Thomas

We believe that a Dress Code policy is important because scholars should be dressed comfortably at all times in a manner that is not intrusive to the learning environment or threatens the safety of others. Dress Codes should not be a barrier to learning and should promote school pride and unity.

The scholar Dress Code policy at KIPP Metro Atlanta is that ALL scholars are expected to wear the required Dress Code every day, unless otherwise indicated.

Dress Code is checked daily during Morning Arrival. Scholars who are out of Dress Code will be given an opportunity to call home to obtain the correct items. Scholars will return to class once the correction is made.

The Dress Code is in effect any time scholars are in the school building and any events that occur during the school day, unless otherwise notified.
OVERVIEW

DRESS CODE

TOP: KAC Gray, Green or Purple Polo
Optional: KAC Outerwear

BOTTOM: Black Khaki Pants/Skirts or Blue or Black Denim Pants/Skirts

TOP: KAC Black Senior Polo
Optional: KAC Outerwear

BOTTOM: Black Khaki Pants/Skirts or Blue or Black Denim Pants/Skirts

TOP: KAC Sweatshirt (Crewneck or Hoodie)
Optional: KAC Polo

BOTTOM: Black Khaki Pants/Skirts or Blue or Black Denim Pants/Skirts
All scholars are expected to wear the required Dress Code every day, unless otherwise indicated.

**REQUIRED TOP OPTIONS**
- KAC Polo
- KAC Sweatshirt (Crewneck or Hoodie)
- KAC T-shirt

**REQUIRED BOTTOM OPTIONS**
- Black Khaki Pants
- Black Khaki Skirt (no more than 2 inches above the knee)
- Blue or Black Denim Pants
- Blue or Black Denim Skirt (no more than 2 inches above the knee)

**REQUIRED SHOES**
- Closed-toe Shoes

**OPTIONAL OUTERWEAR OPTIONS**
- KAC Jacket or Zip-up Hoodie
- KAC Sweater
- KAC Sweatshirt (Crewneck or Hoodie)

**OPTIONAL ITEMS**
- Belts
- Head Wraps or Religious Headwear
- Black long-sleeve undershirt under polo during colder months
We are excited to announce that we will be expanding our daily dress code options to include Affinity Wear! For the last 3 years, we’ve enjoyed a partnership with Adidas for athletic apparel and we will now be expanding our offerings to include daily wear options.

All items will be available for purchase through our Adidas website. Ordering information will be sent in July.

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**
- Jackets
- Polos
- Sweatshirts (Crewneck and Hoodie)
- T-shirts
Throughout the year, scholars will have an opportunity to participate in dress down days. The Assistant Principal of School Culture and Counseling will communicate all scheduled dress down days. When scholars are allowed to dress down they must adhere to the dress down guidelines.

The following items should not be worn:

- Pajamas
- Flip-flops, sandals, slides, open toed shoes, house shoes or slippers
- Shoes with heels taller than 2.5 inches
- Ripped jeans or pants of any kind
- Shorts or capris
- Clothing that is too tight
- Clothing with offensive or inappropriate messages or images
- Skirts that are more than 2 inches above the knee or with slits that are more than 2 inches
- Tights, yoga pants, jeggings, etc.
- Clothing that shows too much skin or cleavage
- Cut offs, tank tops, spaghetti straps, mid drifts, or anything that shows too much skin
- Sheer clothing, and no clothing that allows undergarments to be seen
- Hats cannot be worn inside the school building
- Wave caps, scarves, du-rags, or other head covering unless for religious reasons
- Sagging pants
- Staff members will determine the appropriateness of all attire.
### What Not To Wear

**TOPS**
- Non-KAC Tops
- Non-KAC Outerwear
- White Long Sleeve Undershirts

**BOTTOMS**
- Joggers/Sweatpants
- Leggings
- Non-Black Khakis
- Non-Blue or Black Denim
- Ripped Khakis or Denim
- Capris/Shorts

**HEADWEAR**
- Bandanas
- Bonnets
- Hats
- Du-rags

### To Wear

**TOPS**
- KAC Tops
- KAC Outerwear
- Black Long Sleeve Undershirts*

*Under polos during cold weather months

**BOTTOMS**
- Black Khaki Pants
- Black Khaki Skirt
- Blue or Black Denim Pants
- Blue or Black Denim Skirt

**HEADWEAR**
- Head Wraps
- Religious Headwear
SUGGESTED ITEMS LIST

5
PAIRS OF PANTS

4
KAC POLOS

3
KAC SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRTS

2
KAC HOODIES/SWEATSHIRTS

1
KAC JACKET
ORDERING DEADLINE

June 30, 2021

Orders must be placed by the deadline to allow for processing and shipping time. Orders placed by June 30th will be delivered by July 30th.